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Drinks Reception, Nibbles and Registration
Music played by Shoreditch Park Academy

The Crypts

‘Future of Teaching – Celebrating teacher expertise’

Chartered College Video - will be playing in the Livery Hall
Session Welcome to The Guildhall
Introduced by Professor Anne Bamford OBE City of London Corporation.

The Livery Hall

Alderman and Sheriff Nicholas Lyons

Session FED welcome to the Celebration Event - Carl Ward FED Chair

 ame Alison Peacock. Welcome from The Chartered College of Teaching and
D
the launch of ‘ Future of Teaching – Celebrating teacher expertise’
Hosts of the day: Mohamed Alam Begi + Claire Muhlawako Madzura co-chairs FED Learners Council
Presentation 1: Winner of the ‘150 Years – 150 Words’ Competition – Post 16 Category
Poem by Anica Tahsin

Judged and presented by Bella Cox

Session Introduction by Carl Ward – Chair of the Foundation for Education Development
Robin Walker MP Minister of State for School Standards
Thanked by Aliyah Irabor York FED Young Ambassador

Session S
 ir Michael Barber in conversation with Dr Michelle Clement, King’s College London
Launch of ‘1988-2021: How Seventeen Secretaries of State for Education,
through Thirty Years of Constant Change, Enabled the System to Improve’
Presentation 2: Winner of the ‘150 Years – 150 Words’ Competition – Secondary Category
Poem by Max Pitton

Judged and presented by Zohab Zee Khan

Session PANEL: CELEBRATING EDUCATION chaired by Carl Ward
•

Professor Dame Alison Peacock Chartered College of Teaching

•

Claire Muhlawako Madzura Co Chair Fed learners Council

•
•
.

Mohamed Alam Begi FED Ambassador and co-chair Fed Learners Council
Aliyah Irabor York FED Ambassador

Presentation 3: Winner of the ‘150 Years – 150 Words’ Competition – Primary Category
Poem by Henry Lister

Judged and presented by Christian Foley

Session Introduction and thanks
Looking to the Future - the next 150 Years of Lifelong Learning - A call to Action
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The 150th
anniversary of
State Education
in England
2020 – 2021 marked 150 years since the 1870 Education Act. This Act may reasonably be seen
as the first major step in introducing free state education. While the 1870 Act focused on primary
education, it raised questions that remain to this day about the purposes of education and the role
of the state.
At the FED we value the contribution of all those working in education, and their role in building a
world class education system across the country. We have welcomed the opportunity of the 150th
anniversary of state education to:
•
•
•

Celebrate the achievements of schools today
Reflect on the history of state education
Envision a long-term vision and plan for our education system

In our drive towards a long-term plan for education in this country we continue to engage our
various communities in creating the vision and plan for a world class education in the future.
We have welcomed the opportunity to promote two publications that have been written to look
back over the history of State Education in this country, and to illustrate the voices of teachers as
they paint a picture of education from the classroom.

Future of Teaching
Celebrating teacher
expertise
It has become
increasingly clear that it
is the individual teacher
who has the greatest
capacity to make a difference to learners. Therefore,
at the Chartered College of Teaching we believe a
clear focus on teacher development, growth and
celebration of professional expertise is central to the
future of education.
In this publication we showcase a suite of articles
from our peer-reviewed journal, Impact, and our
member-only website, MyCollege, that discuss a
wide range of issues relating to the complexity of the
future of teaching.
Download publication here.

Sir Michael Barber is one of the leading Education and
Government experts of the last 20 years. His book,
Accomplishment, How to Achieve Ambitious and
Challenging Things, was published earlier this year.
For the FED 150th Anniversary event in 2020, Sir
Michael wrote Ten characters who shaped a school
system. 1870 – 2020: 150 Years Of Universal
Education In England
For our 2021 Celebration event we launch a follow
up publication on 1988-2021: How Seventeen
Secretaries of State for Education, through Thirty
Years of Constant Change, Enabled the System to
Improve by Michael Barber and Patrick Law
Download publication here.

Category One: Primary – Winner
Henry Lister

Category Two: Secondary – Winner
Maxi Pitton

I was walking into future school,
When I spotted something super cool,
T’was a robot that I could see,
That had many buttons on its knee,
It had secret gadgets everywhere,
Even in its fake, black hair!

School for my peers and I, is a safe place
We can express ourselves and be given space
The football pitch is a place we love to go
The playground is where we let the conversation flow
The classroom we learn, we converse, we discover
Our favourite subjects we like to assist each other
Everyone should have the right to an education
Otherwise the world remains in a place of stagnation
I look forward to the time when we can say as a nation
That every child in the entire world is entitled to an
education

Poem: Future School

I was walking into future school,
When I spotted something super cool,
It was a very big hologram,
Of a teacher called Mr Sam,
He could move, listen and talk,
Even though he was from York.

Poem: “The right of Education”

I was walking into future school,
When I spotted something super cool,
It was a humungous, towering skyscraper,
And my classroom looked like it was made of paper,
It was on the 100th floor,
With the dark blue, wonky door.
That was my first journey to future school.

Category One: Post 16 - Winner
Anica Tahsin
Poem: Hikari

Frustration. Hard-work. Procrastination. Growth.
Explanation. Understanding. Acceptance.
Education has made me who I am,
And will form the future me. But
I hate explaining the same people that I
deserve that right.
Having to hear that I am lucky,
Privileged,
A coloured, girl
getting a free education
So many dream to have.
I am lucky
That I am not sweeping chimneys,
Or someones wife.
Nor do I have her ‘haunted eyes’.
I am lucky
That I can build on my weaknesses
To show others I can fight.
I am lucky
but I am not happy.

There is still more to be done.
More to be fixed.
More people like you and me who deserve this. So,
what is education to me?
Education is the continuous struggle to reform, love and
grow,
As a nation, as a community, as individuals,
Because if we stop moving, we won’t be - the world will
freeze over
hells gate will open
the harpies will screech.
We’ll be trapped in a cycle of hatred.
Education is drop of liquid light.

Category One: Primary – Runner Up
Sana Mahmood

Category Two: Secondary – Runner Up
Claudia Wright

Come to Mill Hill it’s the place to be,

Knowledge is like a chocolate bar, I take a nibble.
School is a sweet shop, where I try new flavours.
Delicious.

Poem: Work hard, dream big and never give up

Self-confidence is the key.
You’ll never feel alone,
You’ll discover something you haven’t known.
You’ll always be yourself no matter what people say,
You’ll have some time to play,
No-one can change you, so just be yourself!
Although they’re not your parents,
They care for you each day.
They help you as you struggle,
Praise your accomplishments in every way.
No, they’re not your parents,
But their role is just as strong,
On your graduation day all stand and cheer to
honour you,
For all the work you’ve done!
Be yourself,
One day you will inspire others to learn,
Don’t worry about your looks just worry about
your health.
Try your best, don’t give up,
No matter what others say.
Someday you’ll shine as bright as the sun,
If you work hard, dream big and never give up!

Poem: Knowledge is…

There are so many to choose from.
Because I have five periods in the day, not one
(Otherwise school would be way shorter)
Knowledge is like music, I sing a new note everyday
School is an orchestra, teachers conducting.
Rhythm.
There are so many instruments
I find it hard to hear sometimes
(But sometimes I’m not listening).
Knowledge is like a good meal, I devour it
School is a farm growing crops to eat.
Nutritious.
There are so many fields of veggies
I love our yummy dinners
(But sometimes I slip bits to the dog).
Knowledge is like toys and I love to play
School is a toy factory where they make the fun
Joyful.
There are so many games to choose
I like to win
(And usually do!)

Category One: Post 16 - Runner Up
Jaria Mizra
Poem: Pursuit.EDU

My wisdom relies on a search engine
Which fails to answer but says,
The process of receiving or giving
Systematic instructions
Whoever would have guessed,
Analysing dead author’s texts, was systematic?
Whoever would have thought,
Art would be neglected
Since it wasn’t an instruction?
To wipe away my disquietude,
Mother said,
It was making an animal
Human.
Whoever would have seen the notion,
Of us being superior
Because we ‘understood’

Yet, had hands, red with blood
As we wiped the existences of an ecosystem?
Father didn’t understand why I was disturbed,
Thus he said
It was the red bit inside a horse’s egg,
And for some wild reason my heart was silenced.
I shun them out,
For solely to me,
Education is answering the question,
Whom am I?
So I commend you
On the pursuit of finding
What it means to you
Because for once
There is no mark scheme.

The Foundation for Education
Development is dedicated to promoting
a long-term vision and plan for
education in England. In the spirit of
partnership, we provide an independent
and neutral space for policy influencers
from education, business, politics and
beyond to shape the future

In April 2022 the FED launched our first National
Education Consultation Report (link). Building on
that report, our work in 2022 focuses on five FED
workstreams we have identified, supported by our
stakeholder councils which ensure the National
Consultation engages with all those with a stake in
the long-term vision for education in this country. The
second FED National Education Consultation Report
will be published in Summer 2021.
Download report here

Building
forward
together.

Fed are grateful to our hosts
Fed are grateful to our hosts The City of London Corporation.
The City of London, also known as the Square Mile, is the
financial district of London. It is the ancient core from which
the rest of London developed. In just 1.12 square miles, the
City of London counts around 8,000 residents, 513,000 daily
commuters and 10m annual visitors.
The City of London and its Family of Schools are committed
to delivering world-class education based on a broad and
balanced approach to develop the whole child and create
a lifelong love of learning- a vision for exceptional learning
delivered by the City’s Family of Schools. That learning is
focused on academic progress, good health and wellbeing,
individual aspiration and the development of skills which will
form the foundation for employment.
For more information click here.

The Chartered College of Teaching is the professional body
for teachers. Teachers and schools are at the very heart of
society. They can change lives for the better. The teaching
profession deserves to be celebrated for its professionalism
and dedication to its pupils amid huge challenges.
Now more than ever we must support teachers. They deserve
the opportunities to constantly develop and collaborate. They
must also be listened to. It is the experiences and the insights
of our teachers which needs to shape the future of teaching.
We celebrate teachers, leaders and schools for everything
they do and we look forward to working with them to raise the
status of this wonderful profession.
For more information click here.
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